


Consumer Profile
Dave is an outgoing, smart, environmentalist.  He does a lot 
of extreme sports such as snowboarding, skateboarding, 
and wakeboarding.   Whether he’s going camping, to 
the beach or out in the middle of the desert, Dave will 
always find a reason to go outside.  He is very conscious 
of ecological problems and does what he can to help the 
situation. 

Driving forces:
  Need for adventure
  Need to express himself
  Need to go outdoors
  
Core values:
  Freedom
  Artistic expression
  Individuality & personality



Lifestyle
They live life to the fullest.  These individuals never miss 
an opportunity to go outdoors and have fun.  They are in 
touch with their emotions, spontaneous and energetic.



Market placement
High performance
Dave surounds 
himself with 
high quality 
tools, objects 
and products.  
He expects high 
performance from 
everything he buys.

Ecological - Dave is ecologicaly consious.  He does his 
best to have as little of an impact on the earth.

Economical - Saving money is important for Dave.  He 
always has plans for the near future and continualy saves 
money for trips and other events.



Brand & Motivation
Element Brand:
Element is a skateboard and clothing brand wish is 
exponentially growing and has recently entered the 
consumer product world.  This brand revolves around 
a set of philosophies and virtues wish are all related to 
ecology, art, and freedom. 

Motivation:
-High performance                               
-Help saving the earth 
-Appealing artwork
-Appealing lifestyle



ELEMENT - Current products







Sustainability
This furniture piece will be made from ecological materials.  
Wooden parts will be certified by the Forest Stewardship 
Council.  Cushions will be made out off BIOH Soy-based 
foam, hemp fabric and cotton padding.  Hinges, legs and 
hardware will be made from steel so that they may  fully 
be recycled.



Ergonomics



Thinking Sketches



Storyboards



Final 3 Directions



Preliminary Ortho.           Concept 1



Preliminary Ortho.           Concept 2



Preliminary Ortho.           Concept 3



Preliminary Graphic Study

Rene Almanza Rubens LP

Kahori Maki

Element Logo Ashley Wood



Fabric Color Studies



Design Brief
Duality is a sustainable, economical furniture piece, designed for young 
energetic individuals.  Folding from a couch to a table, it utilizes its environment 
to fit into limited spaces.  A collection of graphic decals add customizability to 
the furniture experience while expanding the product’s lifespan.



Design Experience

Interchangeable feet 
enables portability 
while utilizes existing 
skateboard hardware 
and skate tools.

Rubber part keeps 
wheel in place.



Graphic Choice

Interchangeable, scratch resistant 
vinyl decals add graphic choice to the 
design.  Non-permanent adhesive 
backing allows for the peel off skins 
to be removed without glue residue.  
Vinyl decals can be rolled and reused 
or recycled after being used.



Graphics



Materials & Assembly
Sustainable materials are used 
throughout this design and all parts 
are designed for disassembly.  The 
cushions are made out of soy-based 
foam, cotton padding and hemp 
fabric.  Hinges, legs and hardware 
are made from steel and can fully 
be recycled.   Veneer is certified by 
the Forest Stewardship Council, an 
international non-profit organization 
dedicated to lower ecological impact.  



Measurements



Prototype Process
After learning about the 
Kerfing technique I started 
making one sample after 
another.  This allowed me 
to figured out the right 
spacing proportions for 
the plywood to bend 
properly while having 
enough surface contact to 
stay strong.

In the mean time of  the 
trial and error phase I  
refined the “buck”. Once 
the Kerfing technique had 
been proven to work, I used 
the same slit spacing to the 
full size plywood sheets; 
clamps and weights were 
then used to keep the two 
sheets tight together and 
to the “buck”.

When I removed all of the 
clamps and weights the 
bent plywood stayed at 
the desired shape and was 
far stronger than expected.  
I had achieved a smooth, 
accurate bent curvature. 
I then trimmed the edges 
and sanded the two sheets 
down to a flat edge.

After the edges were 
sanded down I applied a 
veneer to cover the kerfing  
slits.  I then trimmed the 
veneer to size and sanded 
sharp edges.




